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Introduction Section



Welcome

• Health & Safety in the training centre & on-site

• Fire procedure

• Break times during the day

• Critique forms



Introductions

• Your Name

• Your Dealership

• Your Brief Career

• Your Course Expectations

• Your Previous Courses

• Your Hobbies & Interests



Aims & Objectives

• This course aims to provide a full overview of the technical features 
of the new Chrysler 300C.

• The course provides system overviews, component descriptions and 
locations, and system and component diagnosis.



300C

Vehicle Overview





The Model Line-up

The 300C is Chrysler’s new flagship model.

It is the executive saloon and projects the confirmation that you’ve arrived.

Delivering German standards of quality, American levels of comfort, and finished with a
hint of European style and finesse.

It promises nothing less than
distinction and innovation, and
sets a new course for the
Chrysler Brand.

In its segment, the new 300C
has the largest standard colour
touchscreen display, the
largest sunroof, it is also one of
the quietest vehicles in its
class.



The Model Line-up

2 Versions:

Ø Limited

Ø Executive

Compared to the old 300C:

Old New

Ø SE ------

Ø SR Limited

Ø SRT Executive



Engine: 3.0 Litre V6 Diesel Engine

Engine: 3.0 Litre V6 Diesel Engine

Ø Manufactured by VM Motori

Ø Enhanced by FPT

Ø Multijet II injection technology

Ø 2,987cc V6 24 valve Turbocharged 

Ø 236 bhp (176 kW) @ 4,000 RPM

Ø 399 lb ft (540 Nm) @ 1,600 – 2,800 RPM

Ø 0-62.5 mph in 7.4 seconds

Ø Top speed 144 mph

Ø CO2 185 to 191 g/km (wheel size specific)

Ø MPG 29.4 Min – 49.6 Max (wheel size specific)

Ø Euro 5 Emission Standards 



Exterior Paint Colours

LUXURY BROWN PEARL COAT

BLACK CLEAR COAT

BLACKBERRY PEARL COAT

BRIGHT WHITE CLEAR COAT 

BRIGHT SILVER METALLIC CLEAR COATTUNGSTEN METALLIC CLEAR COAT IVORY PEARL TRI-COAT

DEEP CHERRY RED CRYSTAL PEARL COAT



Vehicle Dimensions

Dimension (mm) vs. Old 300C (mm)

Length 5,066 +51

Height 1,488 -13

Width (excl. Mirrors) 1,902 +22

Front Track 1,623 +23

Rear Track 1,640 +35

Wheelbase 3,052 +2



Price and Competitive Positioning

Price and Competitive Positioning:

Ø Limited: £35,995 OTR

Ø Executive: £39,995 OTR



New Equipment vs. Old 300C

236bhp & 540Nm Torque SmartBeam Headlamps

Power Rear Screen Sunblind

Blind Spot Monitoring – Exec

Adaptive Cruise 
Control & Forward 
Collision Warning -
Exec

LED Day Running Lights

Rear Back-Up Camera

Active Pedestrian Protection

Dual Pane Sunroof - Exec

Smart Fuel Filler Cap



New Equipment vs. Old 300C

Black Bird-Eye Maple 
Wood

Heated and Cooled 
Front Cupholders

Adaptive Cruise Controls

Driver & 
Passenger 4-
Way Lumbar 
Adjustment Heated and Ventilated 

Nappa Leather Seats

Keyless Entry & 
Keyless Go

Bluetooth Streaming Audio Digital Radio

8.4" Colour Touch Screen

506 Watt 9 
Speaker Alpine 
Sound System

Steering Wheel 
Mounted Gear 
Change Paddles

Leather Covered 
Dashboard and 
Centre Console

Sapphire Ambient Lighting

Heated Steering 
Wheel

Soft Padded Arm 
Rest



300C

Vehicle Electrics



Vehicle Electrics

• Power Distribution
• Body Control Module
• Vehicle Communication Networks
• Instrument Cluster
• Adaptive Cruise Control
• Tyre Pressure Monitoring
• Park Assist
• Keyless Enter-N-Go & Security
• Blind Spot Monitor
• Cross Path Detection
• Sunroof & Shade
• Rear Power Sunshade

• Steering Column Control Module
• Adaptive Forward Lighting System
• SmartBeamTM

• SRS
• Electronic Pedestrian Protection 

System
• Enhanced Accident Response System



Electrical Power Distribution



Power Distribution

• Due to the new PowerNet electrical 
architecture the vehicle no longer has (TIPM) 
Totally Integrated Power Module.

• The (PDCs) Power Distribution Centres both 
front & rear only house fuses and relays.

• The vehicle is now fitted with a (BCM) Body 
Control Module that incorporates all 
electronics previously contained in the (TIPM).

• The (BCM) is now the gateway for the CAN-C 
and CAN interior high speed.  



Vehicle Battery

• The vehicles battery is installed in the boot and has the following specifications.

• 94R BCI size classification
• 730 cold cranking amperage
• 140 minutes reserve capacity
• 72 ampere - hours



Intelligent Battery Sensor (IBS)

The vehicle is equipped with an IBS connected to the battery earth post. The sensor 
communicates directly with the (BCM) Body Control Module using a LIN line. Data from 
the sensor is used to closely monitor the battery condition and inform the BCM of loads 

on the vehicle battery allowing total load control depending on the battery state.



Intelligent Battery Sensor (IBS)

• Battery State of Charge (SOC): represents, in %, the residual charge of the     battery 
in respect to its nominal capacity; how much the battery is charged.
• Battery State of Health (SOH): represents, in % the real capacity of the battery in 
respect to the nominal capacity of the battery. Also referred to as battery aging because 
the battery is subject to irreversible processes that reduce its capacity to be recharged 
and to provide energy through its service life.
• Battery State of Function (SOF) : represents, in V, the prediction of the minimum 
voltage that will be reached during a cranking phase.



The IBS is an intelligent module, but it is also controlled by the vehicle network. Each time
battery power is removed and restored, the IBS controller performs a portion of a procedure

designed to identify the battery used in the vehicle. The battery identification process is called
the IBS learning procedure.

The complete IBS learning procedure includes approximately two to five vehicle starts and 
eight to 12 hours of key-OFF , non-running time. IBS learning will be achieved in approximately 
two to four days of normal vehicle use and operation. The master control module will also send
configuration information (size and type of battery) to the IBS each time the key is turned from 

the OFF to the ON position.

Intelligent Battery Sensor Learning Procedure



IBS Removal Precautions

Remove only when IBS 
replacement is required.

Loosen this fastener to 
disconnect negative cable 
from battery.



Exiting Ship Mode PDI

During PDI the vehicle may require setting in “Customer Mode”. The IPC will display 
“Ship Mode” in words on the information centre. To set the vehicle in customer 
mode press and hold the tune and front demist buttons together for 5 seconds in 
the accessory switch bank module.

NOTE: The vehicle can be returned back to ship mode if the mileage is below 110 
miles. If the vehicle is driven in “Ship Mode” and reaches 110 miles the BCM will 
automatically enter “Customer Mode”.  



Load Shedding

The new 300C has a system that manages the battery consumption dependant upon 
loads and battery condition. The system is split into two main groups.

• Key off load shedding. Electrical items that could still be turned on after the 
ignition key has been turned off are controlled dependant on battery consumption.

• Key on active load shedding. Battery consumption above normal limits during 
engine running.

To control the above strategies the vehicle uses the IBS (Intelligent Battery Sensor) 
and the BCM (Body Computer Module). The IBS is connected directly to the BCM 
using a LIN (Local Interconnect Network).



Example Key Off Load Shedding

Ignition Off

Example Load

IBS detects load

BCM shuts down 
controlling module

BCM



Key On Active Load Shedding

To enter the “Active Load Shed” operation, three conditions must be met. They are:

1. The engine must be running

2.  The battery SOC must be less than or equal to 70%

3.  The battery voltage measured by the IBS must be less than or equal to 12.2 volts

Once the above three conditions are met and the “load shed” operation has begun, a 
“Battery Saver On” message will be displayed in the IPC to inform the driver that actions 
are being taken to save the battery.



Load Shed Levels

Load Shed Level 1- None (reserved by engineering for future deployment).

Load Shed Level 2 - When there is a net charge loss of 7.5 Ah, the heated seats and 

heated steering wheel system take load reduction actions (if equipped).

Load Shed Level 3 - When there is a net charge loss of 10 Ah, the heated/cooled 

cup holders are turned off (if equipped).

Load Shed Level 4 - When there is a net charge loss of 12.5 Ah, the rear defroster 

and heated mirrors are turned off.

Load Shed Level 5 - When there is a net charge loss of 15 Ah, the HV AC system 

takes load reduction actions.

Load Shed Level 6 - When there is a net charge loss of 17.5 Ah, the power inverter 

system is turned off (if equipped).

Load Shed Level 7 - When there is a net charge loss of 20 Ah, the audio and 

telematics system takes load reduction actions.



(BCM) Body Computer Module



BCM (Body Computer Module)

The BCM has the main control of the 
following functions:

• Vehicle lighting circuits both interior 
& exterior. (PWM command)

• Central locking and boot release 
function

• Gateway for the Can-C, CAN-IHS. It is 
also the master module for the LIN#2 
network

In addition to the main items listed the BCM receives 
other data inputs (see training notes).



BCM Network Wake-Up Inputs



BCM Analog Inputs



BCM Digital Inputs



PowerNet Network



PowerNet Architecture



Power Net Topology



PowerNet CAN-AT (Audio & Telematics) Topology

CAN-AT is a new network on PowerNet equipped vehicles that separates the audio and 
telematics modules from the CAN-IHS bus. The radio functions are now contained within a 
module called the telematics gateway (TGW). The (TGW) is the gateway module for CAN-

AT, passing messages between CAN-AT and CAN-IHS.



Local Interconnect Networks (LINs)



LIN Master and Subordinate Modules



CAN-C and CAN-IHS Star Connectors

1. CAN-C earth connector (reduce network interference)
2. CAN-C Star connector rear
3. CAN-IHS Star connector
4. CAN-IHS Star connector rear



Star Connector Terminating Resistors

CAN-C Star connector resistance 120 Ohms.
Total circuit resistance as two connectors in parallel = 60 Ohms.

CAN-IHS CAN-C



CAN-C and CAN-IHS Star Connector Locations

A. CAN-IHS Star Connector.
B. CAN-C Star Connector.



PowerNet DLC Terminals and Breakout Box CH7002

PIN 3 = CAN-IHS (+)
PIN 11 = CAN-IHS (-)

PIN 6 = CAN-C (+)
PIN 14 = CAN-C (-)

PIN 4 & 5 = Ground
PIN 16 = Battery Voltage



Measuring CAN Voltage Levels

Measuring network voltages is possible using a digital Multimeter however this only confirms that 
there is activity on the network.

Due to network speed the Multimeter will only display an average voltage.

Using a scope will show a clearer indication that the network is functioning.



Network Testing at the Star Connector

Some voltage and resistance measurements can be performed at the star connector. In 
addition some hard to find concerns can be diagnosed by simply removing modules, one at 
a time, from the network.

A = Carefully back-probe CAN circuits. B = Easily disconnect network modules.



Workshop practical Networks



(IPC) Instrument Panel Cluster



Instrument Panel Cluster (IPC)

The IPC in PowerNet vehicles provides the driver with information regarding 
vehicle operation and systems status. Unlike the CCN used in the 2010 Chrysler 

300C, the IPC is primarily a display unit.



IPC Self-Test Display

1. Begin the test with the ignition switch in the OFF position
2. Depress the electronic vehicle information centre (EVIC) menu Down Scrolling 
switch button
3. While still holding the scroll switch button depressed, turn the ignition switch to the ON 
position, but do not start the engine
4. Release the switch button
5. The ICP will simultaneously begin to illuminate all of the operational segments in the LCD 
and operate all gauges. SW Version and other data will be displayed
6. The self test is now complete



IPC Serviceable Components

1. IPC Lens Assembly
2. IPC Masks
3. IPC Board



(ACC) Adaptive Cruise Control. 





Adaptive Cruise Control ACC Switch and Radar Unit

1. ACC Mode Button To 
Activate System.

2. ACC Distance Button.
• 1.0 second
• 1.5 seconds
• 2.0 seconds

3. Radar Unit.



Vertical Sensor Alignment

1. Plunger.
2. Spirit Level.
3. Vertical Alignment Tool.
4. ACC Sensor.
5. Adjustable Ball Stud.

Horizontal alignment must be carried out using wiTECH followed by 
a 10 minute drive. Speeds between 35 & 50 MPH.



(TPM) Tyre Pressure Monitoring System



Tire Pressure Monitoring (TPM) System Components



Tyre Pressure Sensor

1. Tyre Pressure Sensor
2. Valve Cap
3. Valve Stem
4. Screw

Use caution when breaking tyre bead to change tyre.



TPM Module Location



TPM-RKE Analyzer 9936

When installing a new sensor, TPM-RKE Analyzer 9936 is used to program 
the new sensor identification number into the TPM module.



Park Assist



Park Assist Driver Alerts



Park Assist Sensors and Park Assist Module (PAM)

1. Blind spot
monitor module.

2. Park Assist
module (PAM).

3. Rear parking
sensors.

4. Front parking
sensors. 



Keyless Enter-N-Go™



Keyless Enter-N-Go™ Components

1. Fob Integrated Keys
(FOBIKs)

2. Low Frequency 
Perimeter Antennas X4

3. Keyless Ignition Module 
(KIN)

4. RF Hub

5. Capacitive Door Handles



Fob Integrated Key (FOBIK) with Metal Key

1. Front Case & PCB
2. Rear Case & Battery
3. Metal Key

NOTE: If the internal battery voltage falls below 2.2 volts, a Diagnostic Trouble 
Code (DTC) is set. 



Exterior Door Handle

The inside of the exterior door handles have a capacitance sensor. The change in 
capacitance triggers a voltage change in an electronic switch circuit in the 
handle. The electronic circuit is hard-wired to the RF hub. When the RF hub 
detects a change in the circuit, it broadcasts a FOBIK validation request through 
the low-frequency perimeter antennas.



RF Hub and Keyless Ignition Node KIN

1. RF Receiver Under Rear Parcel Tray. 2. Keyless Ignition Node (KIN).

The RF Hub and the KIN replace the wireless ignition node (WIN) and the passive entry 
module (PEM) on vehicles with the PowerNet electrical architecture.

NOTE: The KIN includes a low-energy antenna. The low-energy antenna is used if the 
battery in the FOBIK is too weak to send a signal to the antenna in the RF hub.



Perimeter Antenna Locations

1. Left Rear Door

2. Right Rear Door

3. Centre Console

4. Boot Floor



RF Hub

The RF hub includes an internal antenna that receives the high-
frequency signal from the FOBIK during                 Keyless Enter-N-

Go™ or Remote Keyless Entry operation.



Passive Entry Process

1. When the driver of the vehicle touches the inside of the capacitive door 
handle, the change in door handle capacitance signals the RF Hub to wake up 
and creates a request to unlock the door or doors (based on customer 
preference settings).

2. The RF hub broadcasts a FOBIK authentication request sequentially over each 
of the low frequency perimeter antennas, for a total of four signals.

3. The FOBIK measures the strength of each antenna signal and then sends the 
security validation data and the signal strength data to the RF hub via a high 
frequency signal.

4. The RF hub validates the authenticity of the key using the security data and 
calculates the position of the FOBIK using the signal strength data.

5. If the FOBIK is valid and in the correct location, the RF hub sends a door unlock 
request to the BCM via CAN-C.

6. The BCM actuates the door lock relays to unlock the door(s) based on customer 
preference settings.



FOBIK Location Strategy



Keyless Enter-N-Go™ Push-Button Start Operation

1. When the driver pushes the start/stop button located in the KIN, the RF hub broadcasts a FOBIK 
authentication request over the four low frequency antennas.

2. The FOBIK measures the strength of each antenna signal and then sends the security validation 
data and the signal strength data to the RF hub via a high frequency signal.

3. The RF hub validates the authenticity of the key using the security data and calculates the position 
of the FOBIK using the signal strength data.

4. If the FOBIK is valid, in the correct location, and the brake pedal is not pressed, the RF hub sends a 
signal to the KIN to advance the ignition switch position.

5. If the FOBIK is valid, in the correct location, and the brake pedal is pressed, the RF hub:
–– advances the ignition switch to the ON position.
–– sends a signal to the BCM and the PCM to start the engine.

6. The BCM sends power to the starter relay.

7. The PCM activates the starter inhibit function and activates the fuel and ignition system relays.



Shaft Lock Module (ESCL)

1. RF hub

2. Shaft lock module

3. Break out tab (Used if unit 
fails)

4. Retractable mounting stud

5. Locking bolt

6. Bolt cam & gear

7. Shaft lock module motor



Shaft Lock Module Override

1. Break out tab

2. Screw driver used to move shaft lock module bolt

3. Depress retractable mounting stud



Component replacement procedures

81

Replace RF-HUBNEW RF-
HUB

Replace ELV

NEW 
BCM

Ignition 
switched ON for 

10 seconds

NEW 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs



82

NEW 
PCM

NEW 
BCM

NEW 
RF-HUB

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

Check VIN in PCM

NEW 
RF-HUB

NEW 
FOBIKs

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Run the vehicle configuration to 
enable NBC/RF HUB

Run the vehicle configuration 
routine



83

NEW 
RF-HUB NEW 

PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state Check VIN in PCM

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
BCM

Ignition 
switched ON for 

10 seconds

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs



84

NEW 
PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Check VIN in PCM

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
BCM

NEW 
PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Check VIN in PCM

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Check VIN in PCMNEW 
BCM

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs



85

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Check VIN in PCM

NEW 
RF-HUB

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

NEW 
PCM 

NEW 
RF-HUB

NEW 
BCM

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Check VIN in PCM
Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Run the vehicle configuration to 
enable NBC/RF HUB

Run the vehicle configuration 
routine



86

NEW 
RF-HUB

NEW 
BCM

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
RF-HUB

NEW 
BCM

NEW 
FOBIKs

NEW 
PCM 

Flash PCM if in 
generic state

Replace RF-HUB Replace ELV
Check VIN in PCM

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Reprogram the 
FOBIKs

Run the vehicle configuration to 
enable NBC/RF HUB

Run the vehicle configuration to 
enable NBC/RF HUB

Run the vehicle configuration 
routine

Run the vehicle configuration 
routine



Intrusion Sensor Transmitter and Receiver

1. Intrusion sensor transmitter

2. Intrusion sensor receiver



Blind spot monitor (BSM)



Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) Components

1. Blind spot indicator on 
outside rear view mirrors

2. Blind spot radar sensors

3. Blind spot monitor (BSM) 
module

The Blind Spot Monitor (BSM) system featuring Rear Cross-Path (RCP) detection, notifies 
the driver of other vehicles that enter blind spot zones.



BSM Module Location

1. Blind Spot Control Module

2. Parktronics Module



BSM Radar Sensor Behind Rear Bumper Fascia

1. Blind spot sensor 
harness connector

2. Rear bumper facia

3. Blind spot sensor

4. Locating and 
retaining tab



Blind Spot Monitor Indicator in Rear View Mirror

If the BSM sensors detect an object or objects at the side of the vehicle, a message is 
sent to the BSM module. The BSM module sends a message to one or both door 
modules to illuminate the BSM indicator located in the outside rear view mirror.



Blind Spot Monitor Grid

4.5 M

4.0 M



System Function

Detection Zone

Detection Zone



Rear Cross Path Function

The BSM system also implements a function for monitoring the blind spot when 
exiting from parking spaces parallel to direction of travel. This is called Rear Cross 

Path function.

The Rear Cross Path mode is activated when the reverse gear is engaged and the 
observation area is perpendicular to the rear bumpers. Only vehicles that are arriving 

at a speed less than 16 km/h are detected. The Rear Cross Path mode cannot be 
deactivated and always supplies a visual and acoustic warning.



Sunroof & Shade



Sunroof & Shade

New motors are shipped un-calibrated with no vehicle cycles having been run. 
After installation and connection of the wire harness, the following steps must 

be taken to initialize the new motor and module unit.
See Page 103



Rear Power Sunshade



Rear Power Sunshade

1. Rear sunshade motor

2. Rear sunshade

3. Rear sunshade controller

1. Sunshade control front

2. Sunshade control rear



Workshop Practical sunroof & blind initialisation procedure.



Steering Column Control Module (SCCM)



Steering Column Control Module (SCCM)

• Multifunction stalk
This stalk incorporates includes switches for the wipers/washer, turn signals, 

and low/high beam headlamp functions.

• Steering Angle Sensor
The SAS is monitored by the BCM for the AFLS and by the ABS module 
for electronic stability control (ESC) functionality.

• Steering column tilt/telescopic adjustment switch
The steering column tilt/telescopic switch allows the driver to adjust steering 

wheel position.

• Clock spring 
This wire connects the air bag, the steering wheel heater, earth, power 
and LIN for the steering wheel control switches.

• Microprocessor 
The microprocessor acts as the communication director for the steering 
wheel and multifunction switches, converting the LIN messages and 
broadcasting them on CAN-C.



Adaptive Forward Lighting System



Adaptive Forward Lighting System (AFLS)

Adaptive lighting performs the function of the previous headlamp levelling system 
while also aiming the headlamps from side-to-side based on steering wheel travel, 

allowing the driver better visibility while making turns. The AFLS operates whenever 
vehicle speed is greater than (1.4 miles per hour [MPH]). Headlamp angle is speed 
dependant. The amount the angle of headlamps travel increases as vehicle speed 

decreases.



AFLS Components

1. AFLS Module

2. Module removal using tool

3. Front ride height sensor

4. Rear ride height sensor

Adaptive lighting operates in a manner similar to a headlamp levelling system. AFLS 
headlamps contain two stepper motors, one to aim the headlamps up and down and one to 

aim them side-to-side.

The AFLS control module communicates with the headlamp assemblies via a LIN network.



AFLS

The AFLS function is controlled by a dedicated ECU, which is located in the engine 
compartment near the front PDC fuse box. The input signals received from the AFLS, via 
the CAN-C or via a direct connection, are:

• Steering wheel angle
• Vehicle speed
• Accelerator pedal position
• Side vehicle acceleration from the yaw sensor 
• ABS brake module (Vehicle speed) 
• PWM signal front axle height sensor
• PWM signal rear axle height sensor

Stepper Motors



AFLS

The AFLS self-adaptive headlight function can be 
turned on and off directly by the user by means 
of the U-connect Touch system menu on the ICS 

touch screen.

Calibration is needed after replacing the 
AFLS module or one or more suspension 

height sensors by means of the diagnostic 
instrument (“AFLS Calibration” procedure 
in AFLS module, Misc. Functions menu).



(DRL) Day Running Lights Operation

The vehicle is fitted with DRL as standard. The driver 
cannot deactivate them.

When the DRL system is active and  the driver 
activates the indicators the DRL turns off. This is so 
other road users can see the front indicator. When 
the indicator is turned off the DRL will reactivate.  



SmartBeamTM





SmartBeamTM

111

FUNZIONE SMARTBEAM



Smart Beam Headlamp Shutters

112

Dipped beam with shutter closed

Main beam shutter open



Headlamps 

If an internal fault is found with the stepper motors or shutters the headlamp needs 
to be replaced in full.



Servicing Procedures

114

The LED will blink slowly when the 
SmartBeam™ requires the alignment 
procedure to be performed while it will blink 
rapidly if a specific DTC fault code is stored. 
The LED is located in the front part of the 
internal rear-view mirror and is only visible if 
the system is active.

Follow the procedure in the service manual if 
system calibration is needed.



Workshop Practical SmartBeamTM

calibration procedure



Passive Safety Systems



Chrysler 300C Airbags

• Three-point lap and shoulder belts for all 
five seating positions

• Pre-tensioning and load-limiting retractors 
for the front seat belts

• Advanced multi-stage driver and new 
active-vent front passenger airbags

• Driver knee airbag

• An energy absorbing steering column and 
steering wheel

• Supplemental side airbag inflatable curtains 
(SABIC) that span both rows

• Standard supplemental driver and front 
passenger seat side (thorax) airbags

• Child seat latching anchors in all three rear 
seat positions (ISOFIX)



Restraint System Block Wiring Diagram



Occupant Restraint Controller (ORC)

1.Audio/TGW wiring

2.Gear selector cable

3.Noise/vibration reduction lining

4.ORC module 

The occupant restraints controller (ORC), located on the floor tunnel under the dashboard 
centre stack, monitors the impact and occupant position sensors and activates restraint 
system devices in the event of an impact. The ORC also contains impact sensors that are 
used to determine the level of deployment and to verify the information received from the 
remote sensors.



Front Impact Sensors

Two collision sensors for monitoring front collisions are installed on 
the front structure inboard of the headlamp assemblies.



Pressure Sensitive Impact Sensors

The pressure sensors can detect a sudden change in air pressure within the door that is 
consistent with a direct impact to the door. The side sensors cannot deploy an airbag 

alone. The ORC or a second sensor must detect a simultaneous crash event to deploy the 
side airbags.

Three sensors are used on each side of the vehicle to detect a side impact and support the 
side curtain airbags and seat-mounted thorax airbag. This ensures the curtain deploys 

regardless of where the impact occurs along the length of the passenger compartment.

One pressure sensor is located in each of the front doors to protect front row passengers 
for vehicle to pole side crash events.



Side Impact Sensors

1.Side collision sensor on B pillar

2.Side collision sensor on C pillar

One accelerator-type sensor per side is located behind the trim at the bottom of the B-pillar 
to protect 2nd row seating.

A second set of accelerator-type side impact sensors are located near the bottom of the C-
pillar between the rear wheel housing and the rear door opening behind the quarter trim 

panel.



Seat Buckle Switch

The seat belt buckle contains Hall-effect sensors that are hard-wired to, and monitored 
by the ORC. When the latch plate is inserted into the buckle it pushes on the spring-

loaded slide and the window of the slide aligns between the hall-effect sensor and the 
permanent magnet. When the sensor and the magnet align the hall-effect sensor 

changes state indicating the seat belt is buckled.



Occupant Detector Sensor

The occupant detection sensor (ODS) works as a switch. It is used to detect weights 
placed on the front passenger seat cushion.

The signal from the ODS is only used to control the passenger belt alarm function and 
has no effect on the passive safety system.

The ORC module supplies power and earth to the ODS. The ORC sends a message to the 
BCM if it receives an occupied seat signal but no fastened seat belt signal. The BCM 

sends it to the IPC which will turn the specific warning light on.



Inflatable Knee Blocker (IKB)

1. NAG 1 Transmission Control Unit. 2. Knee Air Bag.

1

2



Seat Belt Tensioners

1. Seat Belt Pretensioner. 2. Buckle Pretensioner.



(AHR) Active Head Restraint

1. Armature Support

2. Lumbar Unit

3. Return Spring

4. Pin

The inertia-activated AHR linkage 
cannot be repaired. If damaged or 
inoperative, it must be replaced as 
a unit with a new seat back frame 
unit. However, following an AHR 
deployment if no physical damage 
to the unit has occurred, the 
spring-loaded inertia-activated 
AHR linkage will reset itself for 
reuse.



(EPP) Electronic Pedestrian Protection Components

1. Active Bonnet Hinge

2. Micro Gas Generator 
(MGG)

3. ORC Module

4. Front Pedestrian 
Collision Sensor

5. Central Pedestrian 
Collision Sensor

6. Left Pedestrian 
Collision Sensor



EPP Sensor Location



Active Hood Hinge

A. Hinge position before micro gas generator (MGG) activation
B. Hinge position after MGG activation
C. Lowered hinge position after MGG activation
1. Lock pin
2. “C”-shaped lock clip



Pedestrian Bar

Although it is not part of the EPP system the pedestrian bar is an important component 
and must be inspected in case of front impact. The pedestrian bar doubles as the lower 

support for the front bumper. The pedestrian bar was designed to avoid injury to the 
pedestrian by directing the impact energy closer to the ankle than to the knee. The 
pedestrian bar helps to position the pedestrian on the bonnet during a collision and 

reduces possibility of being run over by the car.



(EARS) Enhanced Accident Response System

The Enhanced Accident Response System (EARS) makes it easier for emergency 
personnel to see and reach occupants by turning on the interior lighting and 
unlocking the doors in the event a passive restraint system deployment event. If 
the vehicle power is available and the vehicle communication network remains 
intact, depending on the nature of the event, the ORC will determine whether to 
have the EARS perform the following functions:

• Interior lights switching on
• Doors un-locking
• Hazard lights switching on
• Fuel pump power cut off



Telematics



Available Audio Systems

1. 276W amplifier

2. 506W amplifier

3. ICS - 8.4

4. Speakers

5. Subwoofer 203mm

6. Tweeter

The vehicle is available with two different sound and infotainment system levels based on 
the new architecture called Chrysler Telematics Platform CTP.

All versions are provided with ICS (Integrated Centre Stack) and 8.4” touch screen display.



(CTP) Chrysler Telematics Platform Components

1. (ICS) Integrated 
Centre Stack 
Display Panel

2. (ASBM) Accessory 
Switch Bank 
Module Switch 
Panel

3. (TGW) Telematics 
Gateway Module

4. SD Card Port



(TGW) Telematics Gateway Module

1. TGW module

2. SD card port

3. CD/DVD slot

The TGW and the touch-screen display are the two dominant modules on CAN-AT. 
CAN-AT is a 125 kbs and is dedicated to the telematics components. The TGW 

communicates on both CAN-IHS and CAN-AT. The TGW, the ICS, and the ASBM are 
located in the centre of the instrument panel. The TGW is also the radio head unit.



8.4 Inch LCD Touch Screen

The 8.4 inch LCD touch screen is the primary component of the ICS. The ICS provides the 
human interface for audio, HVAC, and other vehicle systems. The screen is divided into 
various sections depending on the selected display mode.
Operator inputs using the touch-screen display are converted to network messages and 
broadcast to the TGW over CAN-AT. 

1. Integrated Centre Stack (ICS) with 
touch screen display

2. 40 Pin Connector For ASBM



Accessory Switch Bank Module (ASBM)

The ASBM is not a local interconnect network (LIN) module as in the 2010
Chrysler 300C. The 40-pin connector on the back of the ASBM provides switched
inputs to the ICS, which converts the inputs to CAN-AT messages and sends the
messages to the TGW.
The hazard lamps switch passes through both the switch bank and the ICS. The
switch is hard-wired to the BCM. This allows hazard switch functionality at
voltages below the 9.0 volts required for the ICS to function.

When accessing the TGW or the ICS, the ASBM must be removed first.



Amplifier Location

The amplifier is bolted to a bracket behind the instrument panel to the right hand side. The 
amplifier provides the audio output and is hard-wired to the speakers. The operator 
provides volume input through either the switch bank or the ICS. The ICS then sends this 
data to the amplifier over CAN-AT and the amplifier adjusts power out accordingly.



Hands-Free Module (HFM)

The HFM may need occasional updates. The software calibrations are too large 
to perform at the speed available on CAN-C and CAN-AT.

A special cable plugs directly into the HFM to update the HFM software.



HFM Updates

The specific updating wire is orange and identified by FGA code (part number) 
2000040590.

The procedure to carry out the update can be found at the following URL:

http://kb.dcctools.com/index.php?View=entry&EntryID=230



Noise-Cancelling Microphones

The CTP system includes two noise-cancelling microphones allowing hands-free 
communication when using a Bluetooth®-enabled phone and allowing voice input to 

the TGW. The microphones are hardwired to the HFM.

1. HFM microphones



Radio Antenna and Antenna Module

1. Radio aerial 
integrated into 
the rear screen

2. Aerial module

3. Rear screen 
defroster 
capacitor

The U-Connect system adopts two separate aerials: the first one specific for the
satellite navigation function is located on the roof of the vehicle and the second
aerial is for radio reception.
The aerial integrated in the rear window demister is also provided with a specific
amplifier capable of improving the received radio signal quality. It is powered via
coaxial cable connected to the TGW while the electric earth is provided by means
of assembly on the C-pillar of the body.



USB Receptacle in Center Console

A USB receptacle in the centre console allows external storage devices such as MP3 
players and flash memory drives to connect to the audio system. The USB is 

connected directly to the TGW via a dedicated connection next to the central console.



(CTP) Corporate Telematics Platform  Audio System



Aerial Tester 2000040988 (Rental)



CTP Radio Dealer Mode

In case of faults reported by the customer, it may be useful to check the hardware and 
software features of the ICS module so as to correctly fill in the customer symptom 
reception form and check for recall campaigns or technical newsletters.
In order to access the Dealer Mode menu of the TGW radio, hold the “temperature UP 
and DOWN on left side” buttons pressed at the same time with the “front demister” 
button.



User Data Back-Up

The user's settings and data must be backed up if the TGW radio receiver module is 
replaced in order to correctly restore them on the new installed module.

• Insert a USB pen drive.

• Activate the “dealership menu” by pressing the “front demisting” and “temperature 
UP and DOWN left side” buttons at the same time. 

• Select “copy user data”. 

After having installed the new TGW unit, select the “restore user data” item after having 
inserted the USB pen drive with the previously saved personal settings.



Screen Shot Function

The Screen Shot function is enabled by pressing the “Temperature UP and DOWN 
driver's side” and the “rear window demister” buttons at the same time. A tone will 

inform the user that the screenshot has been saved on the USB pen drive so that is can 
be examined later or sent to technical assistance



Telematics System Radio Mode

Press the "Radio" button on the lower part of the LCD touch screen to access radio mode. 
The following selections are now possible:
• AM
• FM
• Pre-tuned radio stations 
• Tuner 
• Search forwards/backwards
• Audio



Touch-Screen Display in Player\CD Mode

The “PLAYER” function is used to play electronically stored music. The music may be stored on 
a compact disc (CD) and DVD, Secure Digital (SD) card (where fitted), USB device, auxiliary 
device (AUX) or Bluetooth® device in streaming mode.
Press the icon on the screen to choose the device for playing music.

• CD/DVD source
• SD card
• devices connected via AUX cable 
• devices connected via USB 
• devices connected via Bluetooth®, using a streaming mode.



Touch-Screen Display “Controls” Screen

The “CONTROLS” page is used to access heated and ventilated seat, heated steering 
wheel and rear sunshade commands. The display can also be turned off from this page.



Touch-Screen Display “Climate” Screen

The "CLIMATE" function is used to access the heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
function in the passenger compartment, control the two climate control zones, air flow 

distribution, front and rear defrosting, heated seats and steering wheel heater.



Touch-Screen Display Garmin Navigator Screen

The first time the navigation system is used, the operator must set it up. The Help menu 
provides additional information.

Touch the Tools button and then the Help button to get more information about using the 
navigation system. Touch a category in the Help menu pop-up to view information about a 

topic.



Settings Menu

The “SETTINGS” menu contains various submenus of the CTP system functions. The customer 
can store favourite settings for the following devices by tapping on the respective icons:

• Display
• Clock
• Safety and Driving Assistance
• Lights 
• Doors and locks 
• Engine off
• Compass
• Audio
• Bluetooth® telephone 



Available Screens From Settings Menu



Available Screens From Settings Menu

The customer may set the following preferences in the Telephone/Bluetooth menu:

• Associated telephones 
• Associated audio sources

It is also possible to pair a Bluetooth telephone from the above left screen. 



Workshop Practical Telematics System



Engine & Transmission



3.0 CRD VM Motori V6



Maintenance Schedules - UK

• 12,000 Miles or 12 Months

• 9.2 Litres of Engine oil with filter change

• 1 litre volume between Min & Max marks on dipstick

OIL CHANGE INDICATOR RESET PROCEDURE

1. Ign. On (Do not start the engine):
2. Full Throttle 30 seconds min:
3. Pump brake pedal 6 times whilst still holding down throttle pedal.



Piston 4

Cylinder Numbering and Rotation Direction

A. Front of vehicle



Engine Technical Data

Number of cylinders 6/V
Number of valves 24
Displacement cm3 2987
Bore mm 83
Stroke mm 92
Power kW/rpm 176 kW (236 HP) @ 4000 rpm
Torque Nm/rpm 540 Nm@1600-2800 rpm
Compression ratio 16.5:1
Firing order 1-4-2-5-3-6
Max rpm while driving rpm 4200
Max rpm in neutral rpm 4800
Thermostat opening °C 88
Alternator details V - A 14.3 - 77.5A
Injection system Direct injection with common rail system
Fuel supply system Electric pump submerged in the tank
Injection pressure bar 1800
High pressure pump Bosch CP4.2
Injector type CRI 2-18
Minimum injector operating pressure bar 230
Engine management node software EDC17C49

Pollution control devices
Cooled, electrically controlled EGR, electronic throttle valve, quick-heating 
plugs

Air intake Dry filter with turbocharger and intercooler
Turbocharger Garrett
Dry engine weight kg 229
Bank opening angle ° 60
Max. turbocharger pressure bar 1.7 (Absolute)



Overtorque Strategy 

As shown by the graph, the engine normally delivers 165 kW (225 HP) and a torque of 
approximately 540 Nm.
A specific engine management strategy delivers a maximum torque of approximately 550 Nm 
and a power of approximately 176 kW (240 HP) to the engine for a limited period of 90 
seconds. This strategy is called “OVERTORQUE”.



Engine Subsystem Components 
Front View — 300C

1. NTC water temperature sensor
2. Water pump
3. Pulley with left-handed screw
4. Service belt tensioner
5. Hall effect camshaft sensor
6. Blow-by with forced ventilation
7. Motorised throttle valve
8. Thermostat



Engine Subsystem Components 
Right View — 300C

1. Oil drain screw
2. Engine serial number location
3. EGR valve
4. EGR heat exchanger bypass valve
5. EGR heat exchanger



Engine Subsystem Components 
Left View — 300C

1. Tappet cover
2. Oil filter
3. Oil heat exchanger
4. Rpm sensor connector
5. Timing reference hole
6. Oil pressure sensor



Engine Subsystem Components 
Rear View — 300C

1. Turbocharger
2. Bosch CP4.2 high pressure fuel pump 
3. Hall effect rpm sensor
4. Exhaust fumes temperature sensor
5. Bypass EGR actuator



Engine Subsystem Components 
Top View — 300C

1. Rail pressure sensor
2. Intake air pressure and temperature     
sensor
3. Injectors
4. Left rail
5. Right rail
6. DRV regulator
7. Intake manifold
8. High pressure connection pipes
9. Rail compensation pipe



NAG1 Automatic Transmission 



NAG1 Automatic Transmission 

The New Automatic Gearbox - Version 1 (NAG1) automatic transmission is an 
electronically controlled, five-speed transmission equipped with a variably engaged 

torque converter clutch.
As with most automatic transmissions, the NAG1 transmission uses hydraulically 

applied clutches to control the planetary gear train.



Bar Code Label and Pin Stamp Location

Model Designation Breakdown

The NAG1 Automatic transmission uses two 
types of identification:

• Barcode Label (1)
• Machined Pin Stamp Pad (2)



Service Transmission Fluid Level Indicator 2000040454 (9336A) 

Checking the automatic transmission fluid on the Chrysler 300C requires the use of the 
Service Fluid Level Indicator, tool number 2000040454 (Miller 9336A). The indicator 
‘dipstick’ contains a measurement scale in 10mm metric graduations, and is designed to 
be used with the WiTECH for temperature-based fluid level compensation.



NAG1 Transmission Fluid Graph (Typical)

The transmission oil temperature must be checked with the vehicle in reverse or 
drive. If it is checked in any other gear, the scan tool will display the value for the 

engine coolant temperature instead of the transmission oil temperature, leading to a 
wrong oil level reading.



NAG1 Transmission Control Module (TCM)

1. NAG 1 Transmission Control Module

1



Shift Lever Assembly

The shift lever as well as being a module contains a park lock solenoid and a reverse 
block solenoid. In the event of an electrical problem, the shift lever can be moved out of 

park with the following procedure. Position the ignition in the ACC or RUN positions. 
Remove the liner to the cubby bin to the right side of the shifter and push the 

mechanical release(2).

1. Shift Lever

2. Park Release 
Lever



Chassis



Smart Fuel Filler



Rack & Pinion 
Steering Gear with (EHPS) Electro Hydraulic Power Steering Module

1. Track rod end
2. Inner track rod
3. Rack and pinion steering rack
4. Electro hydraulic power steering pump



Power Steering Rack Location



EHPS Pump Assembly

The oil reservoir of the electro-hydraulic pump is integrated with the pump unit and made 
of plastic material to ensure good resistance to heat and changes of temperature thus 

eliminating the need for an oil cooling device. 

A specific synthetic hydraulic oil (MS11655) which maintains the physical/chemical features 
unchanged according to weather conditions and temperatures is used. Do not use automatic 

transmission fluid (ATF) to top-up fluid levels in an EHPS system.

1. EHPS module 
2. Electric pump
3. Oil reservoir



Electric Tilt and Telescope Steering Column

The steering column is electrically adjustable. All parts which are fixed to the steering 
column, such as, for example, the adjustment motors, wires, switches etc., can all be serviced 
separately.



Electric Tilt/Telescope Steering Column Block Diagram

SCCM Module BCM Module

MSM Module

Tilt
Motor

Telescopic
Motor

Actuation 
switches



Front Suspension

1. Spring
2. Upper control arm
3. Strut
4. Jointed arm
5. Lower control arm
6. Rubber hub and bearing
7. Stabiliser bar fastener



Multi-Link Independent Rear Suspension

1. Camber adjustment arm
2. Spring rest
3. Toe-in adjustment arm
4. Knuckle
5. Lower arm
6. Leading arm



Engine Cradle Bolts

There is no required adjustment of camber and caster after the vehicle is built or when servicing 
the suspension components. Thus, when performing a wheel alignment, caster and camber are 

not normally considered adjustable angles. Camber and caster should be checked to ensure they 
meet vehicle specifications.

For small adjustments to caster and camber, the engine cradle is adjusted.



Adjustment Bolt — Camber

If caster and camber cannot be adjusted correctly by shifting the engine cradle, an 
adjustment bolt package may be available. The bolts allow for approximately 0.3 

degrees of adjustment in either direction. (At time of writing, this procedure related 
to AWD vehicles only and could not be verified if applicable to FWD vehicles. 

Therefore, the following should be treated as for reference only).

A Most positive camber B No camber adjustment C Most negative camber



The Lancia Thema is packed with active safety devices designed to protect both occupants and 
pedestrians in the event of a collision. 

(Electronic Stability Control) 

(Ready Alert Brake) 

(Rain Brake Support) 

(Traction Control System) 

(Antilock Braking System) 

(Electronic Brake Force 
Distribution) 

Brake Systems



ABS Module

300C is fitted with a Teves MK25e ABS Control 
module.

1. ABS module
2. Electro-hydraulic unit 



Climate Control



Climate Control System Touch-Screen



HVAC Housing

1. Front demist (defroster) outlet
2. HVAC air inlet 
3. HVAC module 
4. Fan motor
5. Blower motor power module 
6. Rear part flow outlet 
7. Lower flow outlet 
8. Air mixing actuator



HVAC Condenser

The condenser is a heat exchanger made in one piece but split into two parts. The 
upper part is used as exchanger for the automatic transmission fluid while the 

lower part is used as condenser for the climate control system. 



HVAC Receiver Drier

The filter is located on the high pressure delivery line directly in contact with the 
condenser. It has the function of eliminating all impurities which could be found in 

the refrigerant fluid. The receiver/drier can be easily serviced by removing the front 
fascia.



Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) Heater

The PTC heaters are inserted in the HVAC body behind the dashboard. The elements heat 
the fins and therefore the air passing over the fins. They are used to heat up the 

passenger compartment zone faster.

1. PTC

2. Heat exchanger
elements 



Cabin Pollen Air Filter

1. Pollen filter access flap 
2. Pollen filter installation direction 



Evaporator Temperature Sensor

The HVAC module sends a 5 V reference voltage to the NTC 
sensor. The sensor resistance will vary as the temperature 
of the air flow varies which will send a different feedback 
voltage to the module. The HVAC module uses this signal to 
control the mixer flap actuator so as to obtain the correct 
humidity and air flow temperature value at HVAC system 
outlet. The sensor is hardwired to the HVAC heater module.



In-Car Temperature Sensor

1. Passenger compartment temperature sensor
2. Passenger compartment temperature sensor 
opening 



Sun Sensors

The HVAC module uses the sensor to determine what side the sun is on and implements the 
necessary corrections to improve air mixing on the side with the most sun.
The HVAC module also uses the sensor to send the light value on the CAN to the BCM.
The BCM will turn the lights on if the value is under a predetermined threshold in 
automatic position.



Ambient Temperature Sensor

The temperature sensor is an NTC sensor fitted on the front part of the vehicle. The 
sensor is managed by the BCM which sends the external temperature value to the 

HVAC on the CAN-IHS. It is used to correct the air flow into the passenger 
compartment.



Humidity Sensor

The humidity sensor communicates with the BCM via the LIN. The BCM translates it and 
sends it via CAN-IHS to the HVAC module, which will use it to implement the strategies 

needed to improve wellbeing in the passenger compartment.



Integrated Center Stack (ICS), Switch Bank and Telematics 
Gateway (TGW)

The ICS module (1) or ASBM switch module (2) receives the user’s commands and 
transforms them into signals which are sent to the HVAC module. An appropriate message 

is sent to the TGW (3) via CAN A/T which translates it and sends it via CAN IHS to the 
HVAC module to make the necessary adjustments.



HVAC Module

The HVAC module is fitted on the HVAC unit on 
the fan unit. It manages all HVAC functions but 
does not control the A/C compressor. The 
module needs to send an activation message 
via CAN-C to the PCM.

After having received this message, the PCM 
will energise the compressor clutch activation 
relay to start the compressor.



Rear Window Defroster Grid and Capacitor

The HVAC module activates the rear window defroster when the passengers press the 
rear defroster button on the ABSM switch panel or the touch-screen display. The circuit 

is connected to a capacitor to prevent the current from causing interferences to the 
radio aerial.

1. Defroster element 
2. Defroster element
circuit capacitor



Seat Ventilation

Two fans positioned one in the front seat cushion and one in the backrest draw air in 
through the seat fabric perforation and exhaust the air below the seat to increase front seat 
passenger comfort.



Cup Holders

The two heated and cooled cup holders can heat up to 60° C or cool to near 1.6° C. When a 
cup holder is on, either the red or the blue Light Emitting Diode (LED) in the cup holder 
switch illuminates to indicate which function is operating. The blue LED illuminates when a 
cup holder is set to cool and red illuminates when set to heat.


